
Celebrity Baby News: ‘Jersey
Shore’ Star Deena Cortese Is
Pregnant

By  H
aley Lerner

In celebrity baby news, Jersey Shore star Deena Cortese is
pregnant and expecting a baby boy with her husband, Chris
Buckner. In an Instagram post, the reality TV star captioned a
photo, “Chris and I Decided to wait until we were ready to
spill  the  beans!  Now  that  we  are  safely  into  our  second
trimester.. us and our little monkey are ready to tell the
world Our little family is growing ! We have a sweet little
boy on the way! We Are truly blessed and our hearts are filled
with  so  much  joy  and  happiness  December  can’t  come  soon
enough! Daddy and Mommy can’t wait to meet you Christopher
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John you are going to be the most spoiled little boy ever!!!!”
The Instagram photo shows the couple standing next to a sign
that reads “We’re so excited to say a little firecracker is on
the  way!  Baby  Buckner.  December  2018.”  According  to
UsMagazine.com,  Cortese  said  back  in  March  that  her  and
Buckner were trying to have a baby.

In  celebrity  baby  news,
another Jersey Shore baby is on the
way!  What  are  some  ways  to
introduce  your  kids  to  your
friend’s kids?

Cupid’s Advice:

When you have a baby, it’s important to introduce your child
to the other important people in your life. Cupid has some
tips on how to introduce your kids to your friend’s kids:

1. Set up a play date: The first step to introducing your
children to your friend’s children is to actually set up a
time and place for the meet up to happen. Pick somewhere you
think your kid and theirs will be comfortable. Whether it’s
your house, a playground, or somewhere else, your kid will be
bound to have lots of fun!

Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: ‘Jersey Shore’ Star Deena
Cortese Is Engaged

2. Explain boundaries: Before the hangout, you should explain
to your friend what your own kid’s boundaries are and any
important things they should know. This way, your tots can
easily get along without any avoidable problems.

Related Link: Reality TV Stars Deena Cortese and Chris Buckner
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Talk ‘Couples Therapy’ on VH1

3.  Plan  activities:  You  don’t  want  your  children  getting
bored, so make sure you and your friend have plenty of fun
activities planned for your children before introducing them
to each other. This way, they can easily have something to do
together.

Have any more tips on how to introduce your kids to your
friend’s kids? Comment below!

Celebrity  Wedding:  ‘Jersey
Shore’ Star Deena Cortese Is
Engaged
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By
Kayla Garritano

Pump your fist in the air for her ring! Jersey Shore star
Deena Cortese is officially engaged to boyfriend of five-
years, Christopher Buckner, and took it to Instagram to share
the celebrity news. According to EOnline.com, a few hours
after the first Instagram post, saying she got proposed to on
a  beach  in  Mexico,  she  took  a  couple  more  shots  of  the
bling.”I  felt  like  the  other  pictures  didn’t  show  how
beautiful the ring was. The pic on the left was me a little
after he proposed after I was finished happy sobbing lol,” she
shared with her followers. “Christopher did such an amazing
job picking me out the perfect ring.”

Another Jersey Shore alum is ready
for  her  celebrity  wedding  …  now
that she has her engagement ring!
What  are  some  ways  to  pick  the
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perfect ring for your partner?

Cupid’s Advice:

When it’s time to put a ring on it, the biggest question is
what the ring is going to look like. You found the right
partner, now all you need is the right ring. Here are some
ways to help figure out the perfect one:

1. Sneak a peak at her jewelry: Look at the other jewelry your
partner is wearing to give a sense of what they like. Is it
mostly gold, are there a lot of jewels or sparkles? What is
their favorite gem? Or are the jewelry pieces simple? This can
give you an idea of what they prefer as to what they’d never
be seen wearing.

Related  Link:  Bigger  is  Better:  Top  6  Celebrity  Couple
Engagement Rings 

2. Figure out the ring size: It’s not the worst situation if
you put the ring on your partner’s finger and it doesn’t fit,
but  it  makes  for  a  bother  to  bring  it  back  and  get  it
adjusted. Have a close friend of theirs ask about the ring
size, and make sure you can find a ring in that size. It also
may help narrow the ring selection when you’re searching!

Related  Link:  Celebrity  News:  Ricky  Martin  Reveals  He’s
Engaged to Boyfriend Jwan Yosef 

3. Let them pick: If you really are unsure, maybe your partner
has a better idea. Get engaged first, and pick the ring out
later.  What  type  of  ring  have  they  always  imagined  being
placed  on  their  left  finger?  Let  them  get  the  chance  to
choose. This way, your partner is happy with the choice, and
you are happy because they are.

How did you pick the perfect engagement ring for your partner?
Comment below!
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Reality  TV  Stars  Deena
Cortese  and  Chris  Buckner
Talk ‘Couples Therapy’ on VH1

Interview by Ashley Pacifico. Written by Stephanie Salsini.
Fans  of  Jersey  Shore  and  Snooki  &  Jwoww  recognize  Deena
Cortese as the hilarious little “meatball” who is best friends
with  Snooki.  In  our  exclusive  celebrity  interview  during
OK!  Magazine’s  New  York  Fashion  Week  celebration,
CupidsPulse.com  asked  Cortese  and  her  boyfriend  Chris
Buckner about what we could expect to see from them on the
reality TV show Couples Therapy as well as their best fashion
dating advice.
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Related Link: Snooki Prepares for Wedding Day with ‘Great
Gatsby’-Themed Bridal Shower

Reality  TV  Stars  Talk  Couples
Therapy
Viewers know Cortese for her crazy partying, but you won’t be
seeing that behavior from her on Couples Therapy. “You’re
going to see a completely different side of me. I open up
about a lot of stuff that I didn’t feel comfortable opening up
on  Jersey  Shore,  so  it  should  be  very  interesting,”  the
reality TV star reveals. Buckner also shares his thoughts on
being filmed for the VH1 show: “It was an awesome experience.
There were a lot of ups and downs. I know it’s going to be a
lot of fun to watch.”

When  the  celebrity  couple  aren’t  on  television,  the  pair
enjoys going all out for their date nights. “We do a lot of
little getaways, like spending a couple of nights in Atlantic
City, getting dinner, and seeing a comedy show — the whole
nine yards!” Cortese explains.

Related Link: Deena Cortese Says Snooki Will Be a ‘Great Mom’

Deena  Cortese  on  Fashion  Dating
Advice
Of course, with NYFW in full swing, we had to ask the New
Jersey native about her favorite date night look. “Bebe fits
my little body with curves so well. I usually wear a bodycon
dress or something like that,” she says. Buckner picks his
outfits a bit differently, taking fashion advice from his
girlfriend: “Whatever Deena says looks good, that’s what I’m
wearing. If it matches what she’s wearing, I’m in it,” he
reveals.
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Tune in to VH1 to see Deena and Chris on Couples Therapy on
VH1  on  Wednesdays  at  9/8c.  You  can  follow  them  both  on
Twitter: @DeenaNicoleMTV and @cbuckner_!

For more videos from CupidsPulse.com, check out our YouTube
channel.

Deena  Cortese  Says  Snooki
Will Be a ‘Great Mom’

Sinc
e the recent news that Nicole ‘Snooki” Polizzi is pregnant,
there have been doubts about the party girl’s ability to raise
a child.  According to People, Polizzi’s best friend Deena
Cortese thinks otherwise, telling Ryan Seacrest Friday on his
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KIIS-FM morning show, “Nicole is going to be a great mom.” 
Even though Cortese will be losing her party partner, she
thinks Snooki will be a natural at raising her baby with
fiance, Jionni LaValle.  Maybe Snooki’s party days really are
over as she gets ready to start her new family.

What are some ways to support a friend during a surprise
pregnancy?

Cupid’s Advice:

Sometimes things just … happen.  An unexpected pregnancy can
be very difficult to deal with, which is why it’s crucial for
you to be there for your friend almost every step of the way. 
Here are some ways for you to give them that support:

1. Get excited:  There’s nothing you can change now, so you
might as well look at it in a positive light.  Even though
your pregnant friend might not be in the best situation to be
having a baby, you can still be happy for them.

2. Help her do some shopping:  New baby means new things. 
She’ll need new maternity clothes as well as baby supplies.
 By helping her shop, it will be comforting knowing she has
you there for her.

3.  Stay  over  for  a  while:   There  will  be  times  in  the
pregnancy when your friend will need all the help she can
get.  Stay over a couple nights of the week,  as she’ll know
you’re there to help her out even with little things around
the house.

Have you or your friend ever had to deal with a surprise
pregnancy?  Share your advice below.


